TLX MATRIX SWITCHES ACHIEVE TEMPEST CERTIFICATION

CONFORMS TO: NATO SDIP 27 Level B

We are pleased to announce that the TLX12, 24, 80, 160, 320 and 640 matrix switches have achieved TEMPEST certification to NATO SDIP-27 Level B standards for use in Zone 1 environments. The TLX48 switch was certified previously. TEMPEST is a certification of conformity to technical security standards that prevent or minimize the exploitation of data communications on information systems through leaking emanations or eavesdropping. Learn more about all of our IA-accredited products HERE...

Larry Wachter

VP, Engineering

NATIONAL INSIDER THREAT AWARENESS MONTH

GAIN AWARENESS: Prevent an Attack!
September is National Insider Threat Awareness Month. The office of the top U.S. counterintelligence agency launched a campaign to alert government employees, contractors and the general public to serious risks of security breaches or violence posed by insider threat. Government agencies count on Thinklogical for secure video and KVM distribution systems that mitigate intentional hacks or accidental breaches by insiders. Schedule a free consultation with one of our system design experts to help identify areas of vulnerability and offer recommendations to prevent insider threat related incidents in your environment. LEARN MORE…

SECURE MULTI-LEVEL VTC SOLUTIONS
NEXT-GENERATION DESIGN: Increased Flexibility & Security
Thinklogical offers an innovative enabling technology that allows organizations to enhance and expand the capabilities of their existing video teleconferencing infrastructure and make VTC an integral part of command-wide C2 operations.

This next-generation approach from Thinklogical enables the back-racking of codecs in secure IT machine rooms and extending video, audio and control to VTC facilities using an IA-accredited KVM signal extension and matrix switching system. This reduces the IT hardware and cabling footprint in the VTC room and moves codecs (and their vulnerable network jacks and USB ports) away from user access for increased data security. LEARN MORE...

---

**PACIFIC 2019: INTERNATIONAL MARITIME EXPO**

JOIN US DOWN UNDER: October 8-10, 2019, Sydney, Australia
Join us in Sydney, Australia for the biennial Pacific International Maritime Exposition. It is the most comprehensive international exhibition in the Indo-Asia-Pacific region for the commercial maritime and naval defence industries to introduce new technologies and promote their capabilities to decision makers from around the world.

Stop by stand 2D14 in the US Partnership Pavilion for a hands-on demonstration of our IA-Accredited video distribution/KVM system certified to manage multiple classifications through a single switch.

Thinklogical will be presenting, "Enabling Instant Situational Awareness in Naval Bridge Operations" at IMC 2019 on Thursday, October 10 at 1430.

LEARN MORE...

SENATOR JACK REED VISITS THINKLOGICAL
SENEDIA DEFENSE INNOVATION DAYS: Newport, RI
The Senate version of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for FY2020 contains language directing the acquisition of secure and resilient, domestically-manufactured decision-making technologies for use in command and control applications – capabilities that Thinklogical supports uniquely in the marketplace. Our VP of Federal Solutions, Jillian Little, had the opportunity to discuss the provisions of the NDAA with Sen. Jack Reed, ranking member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, during the SENEDIA Defense Innovation Days conference in Newport, RI. **NDAA HIGHLIGHTS...**

---

**2019 EVENTS**

**JOIN US** : On the Road
Save the date and join us as we take our products, solutions and experts on the road. We’ll be bringing our latest secure signal management innovations to each of our shows.

Schedule a one-on-one meeting.

PACIFIC 2019 - October 8-10, 2019 - Sydney, Australia
Ivans AV Trade Show - October 9-10, 2019 - New Brunswick, Canada
NIAS - October 15-17, 2019 - Mons, BE
APG Fall Expo - October 22, 2019 - Aberdeen, MD
Creech AFB - AFCEA Cyber & IT Focus Day - October 23, 2019 - Indian Springs, NV
AFCEA TechNet Europe - October 23-24, 2019 - Bratislava, Slovakia
Nellis AFB - AFCEA Cyber & IT Focus Day - October 24, 2019 - Las Vegas, NV
Interagency Visual Media Group Expo - October 29, 2019 - Bethesda, MD

We are here to help you..

Have a project? Work with a Thinker.

GET IN TOUCH

Bob
Ventresca
VP, Marketing

Thinklogical 100 Washington Street Milford, CT 06460
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